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Looking down on Travers Saddle

The  CHRISTCHURCH  TRAMPING  CLUB 
has members of all ages, and runs tramping 
trips  every  weekend,  ranging  from  easy 
(minimal experience required) to hard (high 
fitness  and  experience  required).  We  also 
organise  instructional  courses  and  hold 
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut 
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for 
hire to members. Membership rates per year 
are $40 member, $60 couple, $23 junior or 
associate,  with  a $5 discount  for  members 
who  opt  to  obtain  this  newsletter 
electronically.

For more about how the club operates, see 
the last two pages.

News
Fare Well Mt Cass: Mainpower NZ Ltd, the power company supplying North Canterbury, 
plan a large wind farm on the Mount Cass ridge, a limestone escarpment which is unique  
in Canterbury because of its extensive native vegetation. Consequently it is a high quality  
tramping  area.  Their  original  application  to  Hurunui  District  Council  was  declined  on 
ecological  grounds  and  because  the  ridge  is  an  'Outstanding  Natural  Feature'  as 
determined by the Resource Management Act. Mainpower have appealed this decision to 
the Environment Court. CTC was one of several groups who opposed the project and has 
been involved in mediation since. This led to some changes in the project to reduce its  
ecological impact. As a result major parties including Forest & Bird, ECAN and DOC have 
withdrawn. CTC will  now withdraw because the chance of winning the case is greatly  
reduced without their support. The wind farm will still greatly change the landscape and 
natural values of the ridge. If individual members want to continue the fight, they can join 
the Mount Cass Ridge Protection Society. Contact either Dave Henson or Malcolm Carr  
who are on the club list.
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New  Members  Welcome: We  welcome  four  new  members  to  the  club  this  month: 
Brennan Edwardes, Paul Focamp, Susan Cotton and Vanessa Lane. Please accept the 
club's warm welcome to you all.

Farewell to John Allen: John Allen left NZ in December to go back to the States. John 
and his partner Rebecca were only in NZ a short time, but John did plenty of tramping with 
the club, even agreeing (almost voluntarily) to lead trips. Best wishes to both of you, and 
come back soon!

FMC proposed rule changes: The FMC is proposing some changes to its constitution, 
details  of  which  can be found  on  their  website  (see http://www.fmc.org.nz/services-to-
clubs/). The committee will be considering the Club's feedback to the FMC in February. 
FMC members  entitled  to  an  FMC card  (junior  and  ordinary  club  members  including 
couple members and life members) can pass on their comments to the Committee by 
email to pumkinnz@gmail.com (please put 'FMC rule changes' in the subject line) or by 
post to the Hon. Secretary, CTC, PO Box 527, Christchurch 8140 (envelope marked 'FMC 
rule changes').

Alpine  Rock  Wren  sightings  sought: Have  you  seen  alpine  rock  wren  (Xenicus 
gilviventris) in your travels? I am conducting my PhD research on rock wren. Reports of 
any recent sightings anywhere in the South Island would be kindly appreciated. Rock wren 
are small (10 cm) with almost no tail, very high pitched calls and often bob up and down. 
They are poor fliers and are usually found amongst boulder fields, open scree and low 
scrub in open alpine areas.

Please send details (location, grid or map ref, No. of birds) to:

Kerry Weston
Department of Zoology, University of Otago
Email: kerry-anne.weston@otago.ac.nz

Job Vacancies
The  next  AGM  will  be  held  in  April  (date  to  be  confirmed)  and  will  offer  exciting 
opportunities to join the multi-faceted Christchurch Tramping Club Committee. No previous 
experience required. Highly competitive remuneration packages (of biscuits ... sometimes 
chocolate...). We are particularly keen to find people to stand for the following positions:

Secretary: The Committee is looking for a hard working, highly organised, intelligent,  
dedicated,  individual  to  take  over  the  administrative  role  of  Club  Secretary.  
Realistically, would be willing to accept anyone with the qualification of being alive.  
Ability to read and write an advantage.

Day Trip Organiser: Want to really get involved in the important aspects of the Club? 
Have some idea of  pointy,  high places in the South Island? Good track record of  
bribing and manipulating people into doing what you want? This role could be for you!

Club Captain: Do you think you have what it takes to force a facade of cohesion and 
organisation onto Thursday Club nights? Do you enjoy being heckled by your fellow 
members?  Are  you  able  to  face  with  some  equanimity  the  prospect  of  public 
speaking? Job share of responsibilities with other committee members considered.

ASK NOT WHAT YOUR COMMITTEE CAN DO FOR YOU - ASK WHAT YOU 
CAN DO FOR YOUR COMMITTEE
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A list of all Committee officials and their roles is available at Appendix A: Regulations of the 
Christchurch  Tramping  Club  (Inc)  of  the  Rules  of  the  Christchurch  Tramping  Club 
http://www.ctc.org.nz/ctcdocuments/Misc/Club%20Rules.pdf.  Please  note  the  post  of 
Search and Rescue Officer has been disestablished. 

In addition to the named officers, six other Committee members are elected at each AGM 
and assigned wonderfully fulfilling roles within the Committee. This is a great way to start 
to get more involved with your Club. One of the more attractive roles is that of Access 
Officer:  Want to develop your persuasive skills? Learn all  there is to know about land 
ownership and access in Canterbury (if  not  the entire South Island)? Earn the eternal  
gratitude of trip leaders and trip organisers? Look no further - this is the opportunity you've 
been waiting for.

Any financial member, other than an associate member, may stand for Committee at the 
Annual  General  Meeting.  Committee  members  should  be  nominated  by  any  financial 
member  of  the  Club  and  be  seconded  by  any  other  financial  member  of  the  Club.  
Members not present at the AGM cannot be elected to the Committee, unless they have 
previously signified their willingness to accept nomination. 

To assist  in  keeping the  business of  the  next  AGM to  a  minimum, please advise  the 
Secretary  if  you  wish  to  stand  for  any  position  on  Committee.  Any  member  of  the 
Committee will be happy to discuss the matter with you if you have any questions.

Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, day trips depart at 8:00 am from Shell  Carlton Corner 
Service  Station  at  1  Papanui  Road  (next  to  Liquor  Land  and opposite  Derby  Street).  
Weekend trips usually depart from the same place, on either Friday evening or Saturday 
morning. If you aren't taking your car on the trip, park on one of the nearby side streets,  
otherwise it may be wheel clamped or towed.  If you are taking your car please refuel at  
Shell Carlton, as they are kind enough to hold our trip lists.  Every trip gives an indication  
of transport costs per person.  Please bring it in cash to help the leader divvy up at the  
end.  

New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or  
contact the trip leader in advance.

Social: We meet on Thursdays 7:30 pm at the Canterbury Horticultural Centre (Watling 
Lounge), Hagley Park South, 57 Riccarton Avenue (entrance opposite the hospital).   A 
variety of social functions are organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits  
served.  If you can give a presentation or have ideas, please contact Alan Ross 384-6425 
or email alan.d.ross@orica.com. Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if  
there is a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8:10 pm sharp.
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Saturday 29 January Leader: Bruce Cameron 338-4014 
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Porter  River:  A wet-feet  special.  We  start  at  the  Porter  River 
bridge from the main highway and proceed down river past Ghost 
Stream to the James river confluence, then through a gorgey bit 
down combined rivers to the Broken River confluence below Gorge 
Hill. From there we go up to Cave Stream and through the Cave 
(usually a brisk 4 degrees C air temp, but cunningly the leader has 
ensured the water is pleasantly warmer than the air for a change!). 
Make  sure  you bring  a  torch,  leggings  and  polypro  top  for  the 
Cave, and something to change into after the trip. Ice-cream after 
the cave as well - what could be better? If the weather is not the 
usual Canterbury-summer-hot, we'll move onto dry-foot alternative 
Plan B, but this trip will be going somewhere, somehow ...

Grade: Easy 
(water trip)

Closes: 27 Jan

Map: K34 

Approx: $25

Weekend 29-30 January Leader: Catherine Tatarniuk 03 358 0109 
ctatarniuk@hotmail.com

Sawcut Gorge: A stunning geological feature - the Sawcut Gorge 
is a must-do summer trip. Only about 5km each way to Isolation 
Hut  via  the gorge but the walking is riverbed,  not  formed track. 
Options from the hut include climbing up to Ben More, Isolation Hill, 
or visiting the 'Zoo'. We'll do a communal 'Tramping Potluck Dinner'  
for  Saturday  night,  where  those  wanting  to  express  their  hut-
kitchen  culinary  skills  get  their  chance.  Please  PLEASE let  the 
leader know what you are going to bring, so that we don't end up 
eating a tiny ration of main course, and 10 mega-rich chocolate 
desserts

We'll leave 7am Saturday morning, as it's about a 4 hour drive.

Grade: Easy+

Closed: 20 Jan

Map: P29 

Approx: $45

Sunday 30 January Leaders: Susan Pearson 337-4914  and Jenny Harlow
susan@toniq.co.nz, pumpkinnz@gmail.com

Mt Somers 'Round the Mountain' Challenge:  Forget the Coast 
to  Coast,  Avalanche  Peak,  the  Olympics,  garden  parties  at 
Buckingham Palace... forget even Alan's birthday party. This has to 
be the premier event of 2011. Come along and try the 'Round the 
Mountain' challenge on 30 January - there are options for all. See 
the back page of the newsletter for details and essential gear.

Note the departure times from the Shell:

Spectators - meet at the Shell for  8 am departure (or make 
your own way out to Sharplin Falls whenever suits you). 

Runners (expecting to do the full circuit in less than 7 hours) - 
meet at the Shell for 8 am departure.

Trampers (expecting to do the full circuit in 7 - 9 hours, or go to 
Mt Somers Hut and out) - meet at the Shell for 7 am departure. 

Grade: Moderate 
Hard Challenge 
plus Easier 
options

Closed: 27 Jan

Map: K36 

Approx: $20
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Tuesday 1 February Leader: Warwick Dowling 981-2045 
warwick.dowling@clear.net.nz

Stay fit for tramping: Keep fit for summer. No list - just turn up in 
the Mt Vernon car park at 6:00pm sharp. We take different routes 
depending on how we feel  on the evening,  but  they all  involve 
some vigorous brisk climbing towards the summit road. The Mount 
Vernon Valley Track carpark entrance is found by going to the far 
end of Hillsborough Tce, continuing uphill along the Crescent for 
about 40m and then turning left at the gate. Note - do not park in 
the carpark but park in Hillsborough Tce (we return to the carpark 
after the gates are locked).

Grade: Moderate

No list. Just turn up.

Map:  

Approx:

Wednesday 2 February Leader: Bruce Cameron (call between 6 and 8 pm) 
338-4014 Tecbruce@gmail.com

Social evening ambles:  Meet at  Princess Margaret Hospital  at 
6pm. Trip location usually decided the week before (carpool from 
PMH to start) but the aim is to have a social amble and explore the 
smaller local tracks and reserves. Max 2 hours of tramping and 
about 200m height gain.

Grade: Easy

No list. Just turn up.

Map:  

Approx: $5

Thursday 3 February Club Night

Dolomites, Swiss Alps, Tour du Mt Blanc: These are some of the best mountain areas 
that Europe has to offer. In mid-2010, Bruce James joined the FMC Travel Club trip to this 
area for some tramping somewhat different from that at home. Come along for a slide 
show and his account of the 'wandern' experience.

Saturday 5 February
(Note - numbers are limited.)

Leader: Adrian Busby 325-5001

River Crossing Course: Book in to be in! Once again the club is 
running  the  ever-popular  river  crossing  course.  Space  will  be 
strictly limited to 14 persons so put your name down quickly. A 
river crossing course is really a 'must' for all trampers regardless 
of how hard or not-hard you tramp: with our varied climate and 
number of rivers sooner or later all trampers will have to face that 
decision to cross or not to cross. Participants will need a complete 
change of clothes (to put on at the end) and should have lace-on 
boots  (sandals  or  gumboots  are  unsuitable).  You  will  need  a 
weekend-size pack with a bomb-proof waterproof pack liner. The 
pack should have the bulk and weight of a weekend size pack. 
Don't  put your usual  tramping gear but  fill  it  with blankets,  bed 
quilts,  old clothes etc and weight as necessary (old plastic soft 
drink bottles filled with water, rocks or bricks - very easy to obtain 
now - if necessary). The course will be held at the Waimakariri or -  
if that is flooded - the Ashley River. It will finish around 1pm. Meet 
at  the  usual  place and time for  a  CTC trip  (8  am at  the Shell 
Service Station).

Grade: Training

Closes: 3 Feb

Map: M35 

Approx: $5
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Saturday 5 February
(Could be early start - contact leader)

Leader: Alastair Brown 343-5111 
alastairgbrown@yahoo.com.au

Mt Potts: Take your choice of literary connections for this stunning 
area in the Upper Rangitata - Samuel Butler's Erewhon or Lord of 
the  Rings.  Mt  Potts  is  an  impressive  peak  (2184m)  above  the 
Havelock/Clyde  confluence.  It's  a  long  day  with  about  1600m 
height gain, so a good workout is guaranteed. Could be early start 
- make sure you contact the leader.

Grade: Moderate+

Closes: 3 Feb

Map: J35 

Approx: $25

Weekend 5-6 February Leader: Andrew Tromans 379-2686 
atromans@gmail.com

Princess Bath: Perched high on the side of Mt Princess, hidden 
until  you  pop  up  through  the  bluffs  is  the  surprisingly  large 
'Princess Bath'.  From the carpark  at  Lake Tennyson there  is  a 
couple of k's wander along the lakeside to warm up then a 500m 
puff to the top of Mt McCabe for a rest break with a fine view up 
the Clarence and down the  Waiau.  More puffing and maybe a 
scramble or two then drop down to the camp. Climb to the top of 
Mt  Princess  Sat  afternoon  or  Sun  morning  then  hurry  back  to 
Hanmer for a quick hot pool before heading home.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 27 Jan

Map: M30 M31 

Approx: $35

Sunday 6 February Leader: Bruce Cameron 338-4014 
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Mt Selfe:  Mt Selfe (856m) is a nice little bump just north of the 
Lake  Sumner  road.  Mostly  on  farm  tracks,  in  rolling  tussock 
country, this is a nice little trip with about 500m of height gain and 
about  8k  of  tramping.  Mt  Selfe  is  named  after  Henry  Selfe,  a 
London  lawyer  who  was  an  active  member  of  the  Canterbury 
Association and became honorary London agent for the Provincial 
Government.  Selfe  owned  land  near  the  Heathcote  and 
accompanied Lord Lyttelton on his trip to Canterbury in 1867-68.

Grade: EasyMod

Closes: 3 Feb

Map: M33 

Approx: $20

Tuesday 8 February Leader: Warwick Dowling 981-2045 
warwick.dowling@clear.net.nz

Stay fit for tramping: Keep fit for summer. No list - just turn up in 
the Mt Vernon car park at 6:00pm sharp. We take different routes 
depending on how we feel  on the evening, but  they all  involve 
some vigorous brisk climbing towards the summit road. The Mount 
Vernon Valley Track carpark entrance is found by going to the far 
end of Hillsborough Tce, continuing uphill along the Crescent for 
about 40m and then turning left at the gate. Note - do not park in 
the carpark but park in Hillsborough Tce (we return to the carpark 
after the gates are locked).

Grade: Moderate

No list. Just turn up.

Map:  

Approx:
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Wednesday 9 February Leader: Bruce Cameron (call between 6 and 8 pm) 
338-4014 Tecbruce@gmail.com

Social evening ambles:  Meet at Princess Margaret Hospital  at 
6pm. Trip location usually decided the week before (carpool from 
PMH to start) but the aim is to have a social amble and explore 
the smaller local tracks and reserves. Max 2 hours of tramping 
and about 200m height gain.

Grade: Easy

No list - just turn up.

Map:  

Approx: $5

Thursday 10 February Club Night

Personal Location Beacon awareness-using an example of an activation in 2011: 
We will discuss the benefits of carrying a PLB by way of an example of when it was used. 
Also how the decision was arrived at. This discussion may assist should you need to 
consider setting one off (you need to be carrying one first). A slide show of the trip itself 
will also be shown: Waimakariri River, Anti Crow river, over Gizeh Col into the Avoca, out 
over Jordon Saddle  and back into the Waimakariri River. We may briefly touch on the 
comparison with having a mountain radio.

Saturday 12 February Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360

Hinewai:  Hinewai  is  a  beautiful  bird  and  bush  reserve  on  the 
eastern side of Banks Peninsula, accessed from the Summit Road 
above Akaroa. The reserve has a wide range of natives including 
some original remnant beech and the newer plantings which are 
really getting established now. When you sit down you can really 
hear the bird-song all around you. There are plenty of loop options 
of varying terrain and distance depending on the group so we can 
get right down to Otanerito Bay and back up to the car park again 
or do a shorter trip and find more of the waterfalls hidden in the 
bush . . .

Grade: Easy

Closes: 10 Feb

Map: N36 N37 

Approx: $20

Weekend 12-13 February Leader: Richard Lobb 351-2344 
richard.lobb@canterbury.ac.nz

Jordan catchment / Black Range:  Join Richard on a route that 
as far as we know hasn't  been done as a club trip before.  Up 
Jordan Stream to Jordan Saddle then sidle around the head of the 
Jordan catchment to a high campsite at tarns just below Pt 1841. 
On Sunday continue north down a spur to the Waimak track near 
the  confluence  with  Anti  Crow  --  great  views  into  the  upper 
Waimak and Crow Valleys all the way down this ridge. Then back 
out down the Waimak.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 3 Feb

Map: K34 

Approx: $35
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Sunday 13 February Leader: Bruce Cameron (call between 6 and 8 pm) 
338-4014 Tecbruce@gmail.com

Waipara Gorge - Boby Stream - Ohuriawa Gorge:  Further up 
the Waipara than Whites Gorge, there is more gorgeous gorge... 
Come exploring with Bruce on another wet feet water trip for the 
summer,  and  a  chance  to  practice  river-skills.  We  start  at  the 
Waipara road bridge, following the river into the Ohuriawa Gorge, 
then continuing down the Waipara to  yet  another  old  favourite, 
Whites Gorge. Perhaps here we could have a swim and cool off  
before exiting at the Boby stream bridge on Ram paddock road. 
All told, it's about 10k, and all down stream. Bring spare clothes 
(Whites  Gorge  is  guaranteed  to  get  you  cool  if  not  wet, 
swimming/pack-floating  or  otherwise).  Waterproof  pack  liners 
recommended.

Grade: Easy+

Closes: 10 Feb

Map: M34 

Approx: $20

Sunday 13 February Leader: Clive Marsh 325-6253 
clive.marsh@clear.net.nz

Something  fun  -  something  challenging  ....  something 
masochistic?  A moderate-hard  (=  long  /  rock-scrambly  /  hard-
work /  great-fun-if-you-are-up-to-it  trip)  with  the Prince of  'What 
could possibly go wrong'.  Where? Somewhere in Arthurs Pass. 
Probably. When? Somewhere around the 13th of Feb. Probably. 
Why? Because it's there. Probably.

Grade: ModHard

Closes: 10 Feb

Map: K34 K33 
L33

Approx: $25

Tuesday 15 February Leader: Warwick Dowling 981-2045 
warwick.dowling@clear.net.nz

Stay fit for tramping: Keep fit for summer. No list - just turn up in 
the Mt Vernon car park at 6:00pm sharp. We take different routes 
depending on how we feel  on the evening, but they all  involve 
some vigorous brisk climbing towards the summit road. The Mount 
Vernon Valley Track carpark entrance is found by going to the far 
end of Hillsborough Tce, continuing uphill along the Crescent for 
about 40m and then turning left at the gate. Note - do not park in 
the carpark but park in Hillsborough Tce (we return to the carpark 
after the gates are locked).

Grade: Moderate

No list. Just turn up.

Map:  

Approx:

Wednesday 16 February Leader: Bruce Cameron (call between 6 and 8 pm) 
338-4014 Tecbruce@gmail.com

Social evening ambles:  Meet at Princess Margaret Hospital at 
6pm. Trip location usually decided the week before (carpool from 
PMH to start) but the aim is to have a social amble and explore 
the smaller local tracks and reserves. Max 2 hours of tramping 
and about 200m height gain.

Grade: Easy

No list. Just turn up.

Map:  

Approx: $5
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Thursday 17 February Club Night

Some National Parks of the USA by Gort Stephan: Come and see fantastic scenery of 
Northern Arizona, Southern Utah and bits of Nevada. National Parks include the Grand 
Canyon, Bryce canyon and Zion Canyon. There is hugh scope for day trips and well as 
over-nighters. It  is a great area to visit  and best combined with a couple days in Las 
Vegas at the end or beginning.

Saturday 19 February Leader: Doug Forster 337-5453 doug@forster.net.nz

Pinchgut Hut - Bobs bivvy circuit:  We will start at the end of 
Taffes Glen Rd and take the track around the river to Pinchgut 
Hut. Then we will find the new DOC track up over Cattlepeak Hill  
(about 700m climb) to Bobs Bivvy. After that we follow the usual 
track (re-cut  we hear)  around the ridge to  the track junction at 
Pt953  and  then  take  the  old  ridge  track  (probably  rather 
overgrown) down to re-join the inwards track and back to the cars. 
This will be a longish day (8 hrs or so) but is straightforward.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 17 Feb

Map: M34 

Approx: $20

Saturday 19 February
(contact leader for departure point.)

Leader: Jenny Harlow 349-2280 
pumpkinnz@gmail.com

Bealey Spur:  Start above the baches at Bealey Spur and climb 
up through sheltering beech forest. On the way to the charming 
old hut at about 1240m, the ridge opens up in places to reveal 
immense views over the Waimakariri River and to the mountains 
beyond. The hut is about  a 450m climb from the cars and the 
round trip is about 10km. More adventurous trampers can go up 
Hut Spur above the bushline to admire the impressive horseshoe 
ridge around to Blind Spur. Contact leader to confirm departure 
point.

Grade: EasyMod

Closes: 17 Feb

Map: K34 

Approx: $25

Weekend 19-20 February Leader: Jonathan Carr 351-1574

Mystery  Trip:  Finally  Jonathan  could  be  persuaded  to  lead  a 
weekend trip but he could not make up his mind where to go yet. 
The trip grade will be at the easier end of moderate and it will be a 
wet trip if the weather is fine, possibly rafting down somewhere. 
Please talk to him closer to the trip date.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 10 Feb

Map:  

Approx: $TBA
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Sunday 20 February Leader: Bruce Cameron (call between 6 and 8 pm) 
338-4014 Tecbruce@gmail.com

Coastal exploring:  Teviotdale and the end of  Pegasus Bay: 
Another  trip  in  the  Coastal  Exploring  series,  this  time  on  the 
northern coastline between Tirimoana reserve and the Waipara 
river at the end of Pegasus Bay. The trip includes some rolling 
farm country on Teviotdale Hills, culminating at a nice lunch spot 
looking from Pegasus bay from the very end. Then we explore the 
coastal  lagoon north of the Waipara mouth before turning back 
inland up a  valley for  a  nice  re-hydrating cuppa or  cooling  ice 
cream in Amberley.

Grade: Easy
Closes: 17 Feb
Map: N34 
Approx: $15

Tuesday 22 February Leader: Warwick Dowling 981-2045 
warwick.dowling@clear.net.nz

Stay fit for tramping: Keep fit for summer. No list - just turn up in 
the Mt Vernon car park at 6:00pm sharp. We take different routes 
depending on how we feel  on the evening, but they all  involve 
some vigorous brisk climbing towards the summit road. The Mount 
Vernon Valley Track carpark entrance is found by going to the far 
end of Hillsborough Tce, continuing uphill along the Crescent for 
about 40m and then turning left at the gate. Note - do not park in 
the carpark but park in Hillsborough Tce (we return to the carpark 
after the gates are locked).

Grade: Moderate

No list. Just turn up.

Map:  

Approx:

Wednesday 23 February Leader: Bruce Cameron (call between 6 and 8 pm) 
338-4014 Tecbruce@gmail.com

Social evening ambles:  Meet at Princess Margaret Hospital at 
6pm. Trip location usually decided the week before (carpool from 
PMH to start) but the aim is to have a social amble and explore 
the smaller local tracks and reserves. Max 2 hours of tramping 
and about 200m height gain.

Grade: Easy

No list. Just turn up.

Map:  

Approx: $5

Thursday 24 February Club Night

Newsletter folding night: After we have dealt to the newsletter we will have some social 
time.

Saturday 26 February Leader: Andrew Wrapson 980-6006

Ashley Gorge:  Ashley Gorge is one of the best picnic spots in 
Canterbury and a popular place to explore. Depending on water 
levels we hope to do a bit of floating down the gorge, and getting  
wet is the whole point of the trip. Another opportunity to practice all 
that river crossing training? Great fun in the sun (we hope). Talk to 
the leader if you're not sure what's involved in this summer water 
trip,  and come along for  one of  the club's  most  popular  social 
outings

Grade: Easy+ 
(water trip)

Closes: 24 Feb

Map: L34 

Approx: $15
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Sunday 27 February
(Early start - contact leader.)

Leader: Bryce Williamson 351-6366 
Bryce.Williamson@canterbury.ac.nz

Mons Sex Millia: Mons Sex Millia is 6000 ft high (hence the name 
-  'the 6000 bump'  translates  -  roughly -  to  'mons sex millia'  in 
Latin) but for those of you used to this new-fangled metric system 
you get a rather-less-readily-translatable 1840m. It's a long day 
tramping (8-10 hours, and around 1200m height gain). Nice tarn to 
rest beside when you are almost at the top and - for the extra-fit - 
the option of returning via Garnet Peak. Note: early start.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 24 Feb

Map: N32 

Approx: $30

Tuesday 1 March Leader: Warwick Dowling 981-2045 
warwick.dowling@clear.net.nz

Stay fit for tramping:  Keep fit for summer. No list - just turn up in the Mt Vernon car 
park  at  6:00pm sharp.  We  take  different  routes  depending  on  how we feel  on  the 
evening, but they all involve some vigorous brisk climbing towards the summit road. The 
Mount  Vernon  Valley  Track  carpark  entrance  is  found  by  going  to  the  far  end  of  
Hillsborough Tce, continuing uphill along the Crescent for about 40m and then turning 
left at the gate. Note - do not park in the carpark but park in Hillsborough Tce (we return 
to the carpark after the gates are locked). Grade: moderate.

Wednesday 2 March Leader: Bruce Cameron (call between 6 and 8 pm) 
338-4014 Tecbruce@gmail.com

Social  evening  ambles:  Meet  at  Princess  Margaret  Hospital  at  6pm.  Trip  location 
usually decided the week before (carpool from PMH to start) but the aim is to have a 
social amble and explore the smaller local tracks and reserves. Max 2 hours of tramping  
and about 200m height gain. No list - just turn up. Cost: approx. $5. Grade: easy.

Thursday 3 March Club Night

Half way round the World in 1 hour! Join Freddy (alias Alastair Brown) as he takes you 
on tramping adventures in USA, Canada, Wales, Scotland, Peru and even good old New 
Zealand. Exotic scenery, quirky weird bits, and everything in between awaits the viewer 
this evening.

Saturday 5 March Leader: Bruce James 332-3473 
Bruce.James@ihug.co.nz

Torlesse:  After a pleasant stroll up the pretty little Kowai river to 
the huts we start  the real thing - up the long southwest spur of 
Torlesse the summit (1961m, about 1300m total height gain, which 
makes it a bit more strenuous than some moderate trips). Charles 
Torlesse, a surveyor for the Canterbury provincial government, was 
the first European to climb the slopes of the range around 1849. 
The first track over Porters Pass was made by a few keen men with 
picks and shovels 1858-9 - thinking how much hard work that was 
will  make  slogging  up  the  last  few  hundred  metres  of  the 
eponymous torlesse rock (aka weetbix) scree seem positively easy.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 3 Mar

Map: L34 

Approx: $20
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Weekend 5-6 March Leader: Thomas Matern 385-3507 
thomas_matern@yahoo.co.nz

Mt St Patrick/San Jago: A good advert for Freshmap - this trip is 
on the corner of 3 or 4 of the std sheets, much better to print off the 
section you need. Mt St Patrick is the peak above the Amuri Ski 
Field (Hanmer) and there is an interesting 14km ridge route from St 
James Station to Cow Stream passing Mt St Patrick and San Jago 
with about 1200m cumulative height gain. At Cow Stream is a nice 
camp site and a large but not very warm Hot Pool. Easy walk out 
on Sunday via a farm track.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 24 Feb

Map: M31 M32 
N31

Approx: $30

Sunday 6 March Leader: Bruce Cameron 338-4014 
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Coastal exploring: Maginness Road to Squally Bay: Another in 
the  Banks Peninsula  hilltops-and-bays series,  this  time right  out 
towards Timutimu Head. We start at Maginness Road and work our 
way down to Squally Bay, then along the clifftops to Scenery Nook 
which was rained out last time we tried. The brave can cool off in  
the rockpool, others may settle for cliffs, seals, and blowholes.

Grade: Easy

Closes: 3 Mar

Map: N37 

Approx: $25

Sunday 6 March Leader: Jim Western 384-8950 
jimwestern@xtra.co.nz

Woolshed Creek Hut, BusStop and Rhyolite Ridge: This tramp 
follows the Mt Somers Walkway from the Woolshed Creek carpark 
up through bush and then more open subalpine scrub to the new 
Mount Somers hut (350m of ascent). On the way we will take a look 
at the old coalmine workings - coal was discovered there in 1856 
and mining continued until 1954. (Also in the area, but less likely to 
be spotted, is the distinctive rare Mt Somers weta. From the Hut 
we'll go up to the Bus Stop Overhang (500m ascent from the Hut) 
and then down the Rhyolite Ridge Track back to the car park.

Grade: EasyMod

Closes: 3 Mar

Map: K36 

Approx: $25

Saturday 12 March (and Friday evening, in-town 
briefing - note meet Little River on Saturday)

Leader: Adrian Busby 325-5001

Navigation Course: Learn those essential navigation skills - map, 
compass  and  the  basics  of  using  a  GPS  -  on  this  navigation 
course.  Recommended  for  all  club  members  who  feel  a  bit 
directionally and cartographically challenged at times. There will 
be  a  preparation  session  on  Friday  night,  7pm  -  9.30  pm 
(probably at the Horticultural Hall) which you will need to attend as 
well as the practical day on Saturday. On Saturday we will meet at 
9am at  Little  River.  This  will  be a full  day,  learning skills  and 
putting  them  into  practice  'in  the  field'  including  not  just  map 
reading but real navigation in the hills. Normal full tramping gear, 
pack, lunch, etc required. An important part of the course will be 
the selection of suitable equipment (compasses, GPS etc). Last 
year's course proved very popular so get your name down early!

Grade: Training

Closes: 10 Mar

Map: N36 

Approx: $20
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Saturday 12 March
(note meeting time and place)

Leader: David Henson 942-3954 david-
henson@paradise.net.nz

Governor's Bay - Bellbird- Crater Rim - Takahe:  Which world 
cities offer scenic tramping/hill-walking opportunities just beyond 
their urban fringe using convenient public transport? In order of 
significance they are London, Sydney and Christchurch. The first 
two are a bit expensive for a day trip so our Port Hills specialist 
Dave Henson will  lead a new trip using the new bus service to 
Governor's  Bay.  From  the  Bay  we  climb  up  tracks  through 
Ohinetahi Bush to the Bellbird and thence along the Crater Rim 
Walkway and down Harry Ell's track to embus at the Takahe to 
return  to  the  city.  There  may  be  a  brief  stop  at  our  leader's 
favourite refreshment place, the revitalised Sign of the Kiwi. Meet 
at City Bus Exchange platform D1 (opposite Ballantynes) no later 
than 9.00 am to catch bus 14 at 9.09 am which connects with the 
540 over the hill.

Grade: EasyMod

Closes: 10 Mar

Map: M36 

Approx: Bus fare, or 
free with 
senior Gold 
Card

Weekend 12-13 March Leader: Richard Lobb 351-2344

Black Range: Up Pylon Gully to saddle, climb to Pt 1911 (SW of 
Mt Misery), drop into Long Valley Stream to camp. Sunday easy 
exit via Cass River.

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 3 Mar
Map: K34 
Approx: $35

Saturday 19 March Leader: Chris Curry 351-5913

Harper River Pinnacles: The Pinnacles are hundreds of amazing 
tall  mud-and-pebble  pointy  tower  formations,  created  by  some 
magical  mixture  of  mud/geology/wind/water/whatever.  They  are 
right  on  the  banks  of  the  Harper  River  (Lake  Coleridge  area), 
making a lovely trip  to  walk about  11k up the river,  cross,  and 
explore.  The walk in is basically flat,  but there is the EasyMod 
option of a slightly longer loop for the return with a bit of up and 
down on a 4WD track.

Grade: Easy or 
EasyMod

Closes: 17 Mar

Map: K34 

Approx: $20

Sunday 20 March
(7.30 start at the Shell, Papanui)

Leader: Penny Coffey (phone before 8 pm please) 
332-7182

Gargarus:  Go  to  classical  Greece  for  only  $25!  The  original 
Gargarus - as mentioned in Homer's 'The Iliad' - is the topmost 
peak  of  Mt  Ida  (also  known  as  Kaz  Daðý)  in  the  environs  of 
ancient Troy in what is now Turkey. Our Gargarus (1855m) - note 
opposite  to  Mt  Ida!  -  is  a  very  satisfying  peak  close  to  Lake 
Coleridge.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 17 Mar

Map: K34 

Approx: $25

There is about 1100m total height gain and it is reasonably steep, straight up the tussock 
and a bit stonier at the top. From the top you can look out over the lake or up the Harper,  
the Avoca and the Wilberforce, and eye up the Spurs and Oakden for another day ...  
We'll return via Lake Lillian and Gargarus Saddle. Note 7.30 am start.
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Saturday 26 March Leader: Lynette Hartley 338-0922

Wilding Pines: Probably the date for our first Wilding Pines blitz 
of 2011 - see the March newsletter for details.

Grade: Work

Closes: 24 Mar

Sunday 27 March
(early start - contact leader.)

Leader: Richard Lobb 351-2344 
richard.lobb@canterbury.ac.nz

Mt Sinclair: Mt Sinclair (2065m) is on Mesopotamia Station, way 
up the Rangitata. From the top you can look right into the Two 
Thumb range, or out of the river toward Mt Harper... Sinclair goes 
one up on Harper though - it sports a beautiful lake in a little basin 
at about 1600m, which we'll visit on our way up (we have about 
1300m height gain to get to the top) or down. It's named after Dr 
Sinclair, a past Colonial Secretary and amateur naturalist. In 1861, 
after his retirement, he joined von Haast (who was surveying the 
Rangitata River  system) at  Mesopotamia Station.  On 25 March 
1861 Sinclair was drowned in the river while trying to get to the 
homestead of Samuel Butler.  His grave is marked on the map, 
about  a  quarter  of  a  mile  from  the  river  and  in  front  of  the 
Mesopotamia homestead. This trip could change to Sunday. Early 
start - contact leader.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 24 Mar

Map: J36 

Approx: $30

Saturday 2 April Leader: Lynette Hartley 338-0922

Wildling Pines:  Probably the date for our second Wilding Pines 
blitz of 2011 - see the March newsletter for details.

Grade: Work

Closes: 31 Mar

Map:  

Approx:

Long Weekend 22-24 April
(could be Sat-Mon)

Leader: Thomas Matern 385-3507 
thomas_matern@yahoo.co.nz

Hawdon - Edwards: Experience a great back country trip on an 
easy pace.  Day one is easy river travel  up the Hawdon and a 
short  climb  to  a  tarn  just  below  Walker  Pass  (12km distance, 
500m vertical).  On the second day we will  head down into the 
West Branch Otehake River and then climb up an unnamed creek 
to Tarn Col. We will either camp at Tarn Col or descent into the 
Edwards valley (3-6km distance, 400m vertical). The last day we 
will follow the track down the Edwards to the road (10km).

We will run this on an easy pace, however, you will have to carry 
part of a tent, food for 3 days, cold weather gear and you will get 
wet  feet  each day as there are dozens of easy river crossings 
each day.

This trip might move to Saturday if the weather looks better or to a 
different location if the rivers are in flood.

Grade: Easy+

Closes: 14 Apr

Map: K33 

Approx: $40
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Trip Reports
30-31 October 2010

Otehake Hot Pools

The Otehake trip led by Antony was a great success.  The trip began and ended with  
amazing weather. We embarked from the unknown farm at Aickens corner where the nice 
owner allows us to park for a small fee, though the fee seems to vary every time… We 
immediately reached a “tough” crossing of the Otira river where most of us got our first  
lesson in team river crossing. We quickly learned the lessons of the river as one member  
lost footing and travelled a little further down stream than originally planned. However, with 
her quick reflexes and panic-free response, she shortly regained her footing and found her 
way out of the stream and gave us all a little excitement for the start of the trip!

We continued East along the Taramakau River and along a jeep track to the Otahaki valley  
trail head. Quickly heading into the bush and gaining some elevation, we had a great lunch 
stop at Lake Kaurapataka. A few of us even went for a swim across the dark and scary  
lake (and lived to tell about it)! Heading into the Otehake valley provided us with the more 
challenging part of the hike including steep sections and portions of “tree root climbing” but 
all making the hike that much more fun. Finally we made it down the Otehake river to work 
our way up the stream rather than continue the scramble through the undulating bush 
track.  The river  was  cool  and  refreshing  and luckily  it  was hot  out,  as  we  ended up 
crossing it at least five times, sometimes with water above our waist! But, all making the 
sound of a hot pool that much more enticing.

We  finally  arrived  at  our  destination  and  found,  thanks  to  Jonathan,  the  pools  were 
constructed better than the ones you pay for at Hanmer Springs! With sections of varying 
temperatures, you could stay in for hours! And we did. While some managed to get in for 
few minutes upon arrival,  they soon learned the evils of sandflies who were out in full 
force. The majority (and wiser) waited until dark when the sandflies went to bed and so we 
soaked until saturated with a permanent sulphur odour, moving around to cooler and hotter 
pools as needed and staring up at the incredible skyline of stars. I think some may have 
stayed in for about 4 to 5 hours – it was just so relaxing!

And so a great night’s sleep was had by 
all  and  only  one  minor  pest  seemed to 
peck its way into some of our food. We 
awoke to another sunny day but a slightly 
brisk  morning  which  quickly  warmed  up 
as the sun came over  the valley as we 
were about to make the trek back – while 
Jonathan floated down on his river bug!

On the hike back we split into two groups 
(well  3  if  you  count  Jonathan’s  boat 
transport),  one group  went  on  the  flood 
track  through  the  bush  for  more  root 
climbing and one group went back down 
the  Otehake  river  to  practice  river 
crossings some more. Meeting up at the 
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top of the hill, we ended back up at the lake for another lunch and swim. But, there was a  
slight breeze the second day which made the water seem a LOT cooler and made for  
much shorter swims. The weather continued to favour us for a great walk back and an 
even easier crossing of the Otira. With a last stop in Springfield for ice cream and coffees, 
we chatted over the incredible weekend, sad to see it over.

Great people, great weather, and a great hike - couldn’t ask for anything more. Trampers:  
Todd, Kelly (scribe), Cristina, Sheree, Catherine, Dharshie, Tom, Mike, Jonathan, Chantel,  
Antony

31 October 2010

Norma

A crisp morning, good forecast, early start, and 10 trampers comfortable in 2 cars is a 
good recipe for a thrifty day out doing what we love. Off to Norma, about 10km this side of  
the Lewis Pass. Brief stop at Culverden. Park cars at the DA lodge opposite the Nina 
swing bridge.

Richard Lobb (leader and prolific photo taker) does head counts periodically and makes 
sure that we don't lose touch with each other as we head up towards the poorly-defined  
ridge through the open bush. We are blessed with GPS tracks to follow, and we use that of 
Doug Forster - the man who introduced the Norma trip to the CTC a few years ago. Doug 
and Sue are with us today, as Sue enjoys her first outing in the bush after injuring her leg 
some weeks back. But we don't really need the GPS route today, and we soon intersect 
the faint and unofficial ridge track that leads us all the way to the bush-line.

Norma, 1722m, in the Opera Range enjoys ~ 1000m height gain to reach the top.

The day is so beautiful - air cool, breeze light, sun and snow bright. The ridge now tends to 
have snow on the eastern slopes, and be free of it on the crest and west. We re-organise 
clothing during a refreshment stop just clear of the bush-line, then wander on upwards. 
Keeping just in contact with those around us, we criss-cross the ridge - sometimes into 
snow and other  times on or  by a lush,  green and multi-coloured carpet  of  herbs and  
mosses interspersed with rocks.

Second, leisurely lunch is on the peak of Norma, which is not the first big bump we climb 
over. Weather and view is perfect. I didn't time it, but it felt like we lounged on the top for  
over an hour. Immediately north of us is the spectacle of Mt Technical, with snow covered 
ranges receding in wide arcs to the west. Everyone is in a good mood. Ian enjoys a lunch-
time snooze.

We  consider  our  return  path 
options, and decide to return the 
same  way  mainly  because  it  is 
Sunday  which  gives  us  little 
margin  for  late  home-coming 
when we have work the next day.

Bum-sliding  options on the snow 
are taken where we can. Descent 
through the bush is delightful, with 
mid-afternoon  sun  lighting  our 
way.  We  return  to  the  cars  7.5 
hours after we left them. Thoughts 
turn toward Culverden, for tea and 
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more. Alas, all the coffee and tea houses are closed when we arrive in Culverden ~ 6pm. 
It's Saturday that they are open late, rather than Sunday (today). We pay the drivers and 
head for home to shower and feed.

The  following  had  an  excellent  day  out:  Richard  Lobb  (leader),  Howard  Wang,  Silvia 
Horniakova,  Klemens Stampfli,  Cathy Harlow, Warwick Dowling (scribe),  Doug Forster, 
Sue Hely, Linda Lilburne, and Ian Dunn.

12-14 November 2010

Harper Pass

West group at the hot pools Locke Stream Hut (No 4 hut)

East scribes – Cathy Batchelor and Vanessa Lane:

The 4 Easties; Thomas, Vanessa and Craig escaped the city around 7pm Thurs and got 
settled into Arthurs Pass CTC Base Camp for the night, with gourmet dining for supper and 
a loose plan to be away by 8am the next morning. So once comms established with those  
Westies, (who made Thomas fret that they hadn’t got away or had decided that Thomas's 
truck was a good swap for Kelly's car), it was hit the road jack and a quick drive to Aickens 
Corner for safe parking in Mr Evans property, across the low flowing Otira River, and up 
the  beautiful  rock  hopping  Taramakau  River  valley  —a  perfect  day  for  tramping  with 
overcast cloud, and plenty of views up and down the valley with the elusive Harper Pass 
getting  closer  and  closer.  Thomas and  Cathy  were  shooting  on  ahead  with  plans  on 
soaking and exploring for most of the Saturday in the Hurunui River valley —however 
Cathy's little legs could not keep up with the 6ftwhatever tall Thomas, so once up and over 
the Pass, our accommodation was Craig and Vanessa in the cute wee Harper Biv aka 
Pumpkin House (due to colour), Cathy in the Cameron Hut (eek intentions book speaks 
numerous times of mice —phew Cathy survived, not hearing a squeak or a rustle all night!) 
and Thomas in the luxurious No. 3 Hut. Cathy just tuckered out after 10hours of tramping 
and deciding another hour of potential climbing over copious tree fall was not what one 
needed at 7pm at night!! However poor Thomas had another fretful time of wondering if  
these Westies were blasting their way through to do the planned key swap (moral of this 
story —keep the grey hairs away and take a spare key.)

Sometime on Friday, Craig and Vanessa decided that walking over the pass on that day  
would be a good idea. They did not,  however,  share Duracell  Bunny’s (Cathy) idea of  
walking till  at  least 7pm. (I  mean, really,  isn’t  tramping about sitting with your feet up,  
drinking tea and reading a good book?) Vanessa did not carry that extra heavy duty hard 
cover over the pass for fitness training. They decided to try head for the Harper Bivouac  
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just  over  the  pass  and  hoped  to  find  a  good  place  to  pitch  a  tent  there.  They  were 
delighted to find the cutest little orange hut with 2 comfy clean mattresses and a stream 
very nearby. With only 2 spiders to share the night with, they were quite pleased to drop 
their packs and kick off their boots. Craig even found a book there to read, although it  
didn’t look like a Booker prize nominee.

Saturday was a stunner of a day in the Hurunui River Valley —blue skies, gorgeous views 
of rivers and mountains around, and having breakfast in the sun by the river was Cathy's  
treat. A day best explained as 'just being here'.

We all met at different times the Westies who were in fine form —and it was nice to put  
faces to names that we had seen on the emails during the week, when we were on a  
tramp together. Look forward to catching up another time guys!

Also, of course, soaking in the Hurunui Hot Pool was blissful and when having the luxury 
of bathing alone, those little suckers of sandflies certainly have less flesh to attack —Cathy 
was very pleased to soak and come out just about unscathed!! Cathy’s pack was dropped 
off at the amazingly quiet Hurunui hut (for a long weekend,) and the rest of the day was 
spent exploring the river, having a fish near the lake head and snoozing in the sun on the  
grassy banks —while the fish happily swam on by!

Meanwhile without First Commander Thomas or Duracell Bunny, Craig and Vanessa were 
able to get a good night’s sleep and set off the next morning at a reasonable hour, round 
9.30am. They spent a leisurely day walking in the forest and down the river. Reaching the 
hot pools in the heat of the day, they decided only mad dogs and Englishmen would want 
to soak in them. Vanessa had a quick swim in the beautiful turquoise blue (and much 
colder) pool in the river whilst Craig generously donated a pint of blood to the sand flies. 
They set off later and were reunited with the rest of the Easties at the Hurunui hut.

After managing to convince half the party (guess who they were??) to change their sleep 
in  plans,  the  call  went  out  for  a  6amer  to  leave  around  7am  (7hrs  to  walk  out  —
apparently!!), so Cathy departed to the high rise tenting site, and poor Thomas, Vanessa 
and Craig had to endure a night of German warfare of snoring and farting —no not dear 
Thomas but a fly fisherman! Cathy not realising that in the night Thomas kindly reset the 
alarm to 7am, has packed down her tent and bounces in the hut door at 6am (quietly of  
course) and yip the show is on the road. Just so you know —when a good 25 –30knot  
Norwester is blowing on your back, it only takes 4 1/2 hours to be out to the Lake Taylor  
car park (actually this is an easy and yip boring walk that should only be around 5 –6hours 
no matter the weather).

Great tramp and wonderful experiences had by us Easties —walking out on Sunday we 
could see back over Harper Pass and knew that the other half of our crew were getting out  
on rising rivers, and we were thinking of their safety, so we were relieved to hear later on in 
the day that they were out safe and well.

Coffees at the Rocking Frog Waikari was very much enjoyed, along with cleaning out their 
supply of home baked Focaccia bread to take home for Sunday dinners!

Cheers to Thomas for the awesome organisation and comms you put into this trip —you 
are a legend!

___________

West Scribe Brennan Edwardes

On Friday  and  after  introductions,  Brennan,  Stuart,  Kelly,  and  driver  Todd  (The  West 
Group) in Thomas' vehicle arrived at Lake Taylor just after Thomas' ETA of 9am. We didn't 
encounter another car along the 40km windy gravel road to Lake Taylor —although a few 
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sheep on the road made things interesting. A few campers and fishermen were spread out 
along the Hurunui River valley and Lake Taylor shoreline.

After a group photo and with the wind already surprisingly strong in our faces we made our 
way along the rutted and potholed 4WD track along the lake edge. Brennan had been as 
far as the Hurunui Hot Pool 20 years earlier on a University (CUTC) trip when there were  
huts beside Lakes Taylor and Sumner and the 4WD track was in better condition —you 
could actually go quite far in a normal car then. Bits of vehicle sump protector littered the 
track hinting at its trickiness these days. After Lake Taylor a long stretch of surprisingly 
good road followed as we struggled into a fierce headwind that slowed our progress.

Our first rest/eating stop was on a large tractor tyre by the picturesque Loch Katrine where 
we had a good view of  the new huts (similar  to  DOC huts)  run by The Loch Katrine 
Association.  We then passed a few mountain  bikers who were very grateful  when we 
opened the gates for them. Stuart  and Brennan noted some good campsites by Lake 
Sumner, vowing to return some day with bikes.

Leaving the 4WD track and entering the bush we tramped towards the Hurunui Hut where 
the only occupants apart from sandflies were a young family who had just been to the hot 
pools and back for a daytrip. They told us that the sandflies were much worse at the hot 
pool. Good instructions on how to find the hot pool where written on the inside cover of the 
hut  book  (reading  through  the  book  comments  a  few  parties  couldn't  find  it  and  so 
requested the instructions).

Arriving at the pool around 4:30pm we set up camp and ate dinner. Stuart and Brennan 
enjoyed the small (takes 3-4 people at a time) but relatively deep pool which has a pipe of 
stream water that you can direct into the pool if it gets too hot. There is also a bucket and a 
sieve.  Kelly  and Todd waited until  dark so as not  to  be bothered by the hundreds of  
sandflies but they found the pool too hot and only stayed 10 minutes.

While returning from the pool Kelly and Todd saw a 'very large' possum carrying babies 
next to Stuart's tent and Brennan could see the Southern Cross from his bivvy bag. The 
next morning we met up with Thomas who had walked all the way from Otira to No.3 hut 
the previous day in 9.5 hours and with only 25 minutes of rest time. Leaving Thomas to  
enjoy  a  well  earned  rest  at  the  pool  we  made  good  progress  in  fine  warm weather 
(especially Todd and Kelly who went well ahead)

On the way we met Cathy on the true right of the river; and then Stuart and Brennan were  
very surprised to see Todd and Kelly behind them! They explained how they had stopped 

to talk with Vanessa and Craig (who Stuart 
and  Brennan  never  passed  due  to  them 
obviously taking a different  route).  All  the 
group then met at No 3 hut which had been 
relined with  new wood and looked like  a 
much better hut to stay in than the spartan 
Cameron Hut further up the valley.

Todd  and  Kelly  then  walked  on  ahead 
again after passing the PLB to the slowest 
and oldest member of the group (Brennan) 
and  we  met  again  at  the  bright  orange 
Harper  Pass  Biv  in  perfect  weather 
conditions  with  some  taking  a  refreshing 
dip in the stream. It was hard to leave such 
an idyllic  location but the Pass beckoned 
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and it was already 4pm although it felt like only 2pm. The Pass was crossed in surprisingly 
warm and still conditions and superb views of the Taramakau River were enjoyed by all.  
Brennan saw some deer tracks near the Pass and Todd and Kelly were impressed by the 
swing bridge in the upper river (Brennan and Stuart mentioned to them that it was actually 
quite  tiny compared to the giant  Waiohine River  swing bridge north  of  Wellington and 
suggested they try that someday). After 7pm we all met up at the No.4 hut where there 
were 2 other trampers.

The next day in steady light rain and very low cloud Brennan left first so we could all reach 
Otira together relatively early for the important river crossing. After negotiating the now 
sizable Otehake River (where a gun shot was heard) a 4WD/quad bike track was followed 
towards Otira. At one location where two large logs jut into the river the track disappears 
and one has to either bush bash or cross the river a few times to a point a few hundred  
metres down where the track veers away from the river through the gorse bushes that  
have grown over the river bed. Between the Otehake River and the Lake Kaurapataka 
turnoff (where there is now a new green and yellow sign) some DOC markers would be 
helpful.

Brennan was pleased to reach the shelter beside the Otira River around 1:30pm followed 
by the others 15 minutes later. Only problem was that the sandflies liked the shelter too.  
The mood was rather quiet among the troops as we contemplated the task ahead, a tricky 
crossing of a rising river prone to flooding. After easily crossing the first braid we selected  
a spot  and carefully and slowly strode into the river holding each other's pack straps.  
Despite being only thigh deep we all agreed a third of the way across that the current was 
just  too  strong  so  we  carefully  backtracked  and  decided  to  look  for  a  better  spot 
downstream while being prepared to wait a few hours or overnight in the shelter or take 
the flood track if necessary. The safer crossing was found below a gorse-covered island 
where we spotted a shallow bar in the main channel and we decided to take that. Although 
it  was only  shin deep here the current  was very fast  and as two and two we had to 
carefully walk upstream on an angle to reach the other side.

The rain then finally stopped to help us celebrate our successful  crossing. Happy and 
relieved we reached the car, peeled off our wet clothing, and drove back to Christchurch 
while Kelly squashed some hungry sandflies that had been imprisoned in the car for 3 
days. We stopped at the Springfield Tearooms and by having hot chips, a caramel slice,  
and a large latte bowl probably put back all the calories that we had burned.

Thanks in particular to Thomas for the organisation and Todd for driving both ways. An 
enjoyable  trip  with  an  adventurous  sting  in  its  tail  — in  conclusion  and  as  advice  to  
trampers  in  a  similar  situation  we found that  although not  deep the  (strong and fast)  
current was the main obstacle for us; don't hesitate to abandon a crossing and take your 
time to try somewhere else much safer if necessary.

Harper  Pass  Crew:  Thomas  Matern,  Cathy  Batchelor,  Vanessa  Lane,  Craig  Beere,  
Brennan Edwardes, Kelly Robinson, Todd Robinson, Stuart Douce.

27 November 2010

Sudden Valley

The  morning  of  Saturday  27  November  was  sunny  and  warm.  Fourteen  people  left 
Christchurch in 3 cars, looking forward to the scenic trip up Sudden Valley Stream. We 
arrived at the shelter by the Hawdon River by around 10am, and started walking by around 
10.20, almost immediately plunging into the first of several river crossings (one un-named 
person took her shoes off hoping to keep dry feet, but she soon conformed to the unusual  
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Kiwi tradition of walking all day with soaking wet boots). The water temperature was lovely 
and refreshing on such a warm day.

A short walk across the Hawdon over to Sudden Valley Stream which was quite open for 
the first 1-2 km, but soon became narrow with steep sides and lovely waterfalls. Some of 
the stream crossings were a bit hairy, but great care was taken with choosing appropriate 
crossings and plenty of help was available for those that were a bit unsure of themselves. 
Just below the main Sudden Stream waterfall, we scrambled up a steep scree slope then 
gently down through the bush back to the stream above the waterfall.  The valley was 
much flatter and more open after this and it was a leisurely stroll from here to the biv for 
lunch, which was very pleasant sitting on a dry grassy patch admiring the scenery with  
(almost)  no  sandflies.  There  was  some  discussion  as  to  why  the  valley  was  called 
‘Sudden’Valley which included ideas such as ‘it suddenly opens out after the waterfall,’ and 
‘the stream suddenly rises after rainfall’ and a few other more obscure ones.

We walked out the same way, and once 
back at the bottom of the main waterfall, 
it  started to rain with a few rumbles of 
thunder. We got back to the vehicles just 
after  5pm,  and  drove  through  a  few 
heavy  showers  to  get  back  to 
Christchurch  where  it  hadn’t  rained  at 
all.

A great day was had by all. People on 
the  trip  were:  Antony  White  (leader), 
Lloyd  Greenfield,  Tom  Hu,  Vanessa 
Lane,  Catherine  Tataruick,  Greg  Hill, 
Kim  Swarbrick,  Milanda  Lin,  Paul 
Focamp,  Bruce  James,  Nikki  Wells 
(Scribe), Emma Bosworth, Pat McIntosh 
and Cristina Zablan.

4-5 December 2010

Crow Valley via the Waimak

Crow Valley Weekend Walk No crows to be 
seen but Kea’s up close and personal!

Christchurch  was  shrouded  by  the  ‘grey 
umbrella syndrome’ at 7.30am on December 
4th  as  we  departed  Carlton  corner.  We 
waved  to  the  moderate  group  (going  over 
Avalanche  Peak)  whom  we  would  meet 
again at the hut that evening.

Inside  our  moving  vehicle  a  myriad  of 
questions  arose  regarding  the  weather 
forecast.  Our  leader  proclaimed,  with 
confidence,  that  it  would  be  clear  over 
Porters Pass and so it was true as a beautiful 
day  unveiled.  As  members  are  aware 

highway 73 boasts several highly esteemed pie selling establishments and Andrew asks “  
Do you want a pie Jacob?”
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Donning on boots at Klondyke corner the day was now flourishing with sunshine, new 
friendships and a promise of two days adventure. 1hr up the Waimak we turn northwards 
into the Crow Valley. The trail becoming more and more interesting as we progress. River  
crossings are numerous and the Crow Valley opening before us is stunning.

The  day  is  leisurely  arriving  at  the  empty  hut  by  2pm.  We relax  a  while,  basking  in  
sunshine and soaking in the atmosphere. Susan and I meander up the valley to scout for 
the moderate group. Soon tiny figures are viewed negotiating their way down the scree. As 
it turns out it was not our other CTC party but some old friends none the less. More tiny  
figures  appear….then  more…..and  more.  We realise  the  10  bunk  hut  may  be  a  little 
crowded. Restless from waiting we head back towards the hut. Along the way meeting 
Andrew and Jacob. A lone Kea also joins our rendezvous landing just out of reach to  
entertain us.

At  the  hut  that  night  numbers  kept 
increasing  till  last  headcount  reached  19 
people. All CTC (both groups) except for our 
(perhaps)  enlightened  leader  abandoned 
the hut  seeking a quieter  nights  refuge in 
tents and bivouac bags. Alas ‘we’ became 
the entertainment of Keas. They played with 
Susan’s  water  bottle  and  gave  Jacob  a 
dawn  awakening  by  landing  on  his  head. 
However, we fared better than the moderate 
group  whom  on  morning  inspection  had 
nibbled  toes,  a  holed  bivouac  bag,  brand 
new  boots  tested  for  fodder  and  one 
thermarest  sporting  a  permanent  beak 
imprint!

Day two began with a cruisy breakfast. But, a smart pace was set on the outward journey 
as we blended in  with  the moderate group.  The cars were a welcome sight  after  the 
Waimak river bed.

Back at Springfield we hear “Do you want a pie Jacob?” Which by repetition had become 
the quote of the trip. However, a secret was now revealed that the only pie consumed, on 
this trip, was by Andrew himself during car shuffle at Arthurs Pass.

Thanks everyone for a great trip.  Trampers: Andrew Wrapson (leader),  Jacob Dunbar,  
Susan Pearson, and Kim Swarbrick (scribe)

4-5 December 2010

Crow Valley via Avalanche Peak

“Today is your day! Your mountain is waiting. So...get on your way.” Dr Seuss.

Not only was Saturday the 4th of December our day to go up Avalanche Peak, but it was 
also the day for many many others. Our party consisted of Ken (the leader), Greg (aka The 
Anchor for his super strong abilities in aiding river crossings the previous week), Andy 
(young sprightly prospective member) and Vanessa (difficult  to describe, as she is the 
scribe here). We set off up Scott’s track in windy but warm conditions. It didn’t take too 
long to start coming across the other trampers who were heading up the same route, a 
large number of huffing and puffing Israelis, 3 bonnie lasses donning Santa hats, and a 
lone Alaskan who ‘hitched’ a ride with us.
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After a few stops for snacks, water, blister 
treatment,  and  gazing  at  the  fantastic 
views (all  great excuses to catch a rest), 
we reached the  windy  summit  for  lunch. 
There, a pair of Keas tried to pull the age-
old pickpocket trick;  whilst one distracted 
us,  the  other  snuck up from behind and 
tried  to  nab  a  few  items.  Unluckily  for 
them, we had some street smarts.

The  route  down  to  the  Crow  valley, 
described by  DOC, did  not  sound like  a 
walk  in  the  park.  We  were  fortunate 
enough, however, to have clear views and 
numerous helpful cairns and cairn arrows 
(if  such  a  thing  exists).  In  addition,  our 

intrepid leader Ken was armed with a compass and bearings to guide us in  the right  
direction. After about an hour walking on the ridge, we reached the scree slope that would 
take us down to Crow Valley and ultimately the hut. We decided it was a good idea to wear  
helmets to preserve the best ‘brains’ in the club. Greg shot off down the scree like a bat 
out of hell, giving some of us the impression that it was nice scree. It could not be further  
from the truth! It was long, nasty, rocky, bumpy, rough, land on your bum a lot type scree.  
The river seemed to stay at the bottom forever and we seemed to struggle in the middle 
forever.

Gratefully, the interminable scree did end and we walked down the river to the hut where 
we were greeted by Susan and the rest of the group who had come up the valley. Susan 
made instant  friends  by  supplying  hot  water  for  tea  and  some chocolate  biscuits.  An 
aversion to crowds and snorers saw all of us deciding to pitch tents and sleep outside the 
hut. Kea skulduggery resulted in a few gear casualties overnight.

The next morning saw us head leisurely down the Crow valley with the group who had 
come up it the day before. We had to remind ourselves to stop every now and then to look 
back at the fantastic view of Mount Rolleston. Keeping with Kiwi tramping tradition, we 
spent a good deal of time crossing the Waimak River back and forth, just to make sure that  
we did not arrive back at the cars with dry feet.

“Today was good. Today was fun. Tomorrow is another one.” Dr Seuss.

Trampers: Ken Brown (leader), Greg Hill, Andy Hoare and Vanessa Lane (scribe)
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Looking west from Scotts Track



12 December 2010

Mt Ida

Pictorial trip report by Antony White.

Trampers: Kerrie Maynard and Scott Fowler (leaders), Bernhard Parawa, Jan Hadfield,  
Arno  Gruber,  Antony  White  (artist/scribe),  David  Sutton,  Penny  Coffey,  Jenny  Harlow,  
Vanessa  Lane,  Richard  Lobb,  Christina  Zablan,  Bruce  James,  Adrian  Jones,  Andrew 
Tromans, Milan Cooper, Greg Hill, Tim Moore, Peter Eman, Ruth Tramschek, Ian Dunn, 
Klemens Stampfli  and 'Kerrie's Boys' -  Lawrence (son in law), Jonny (nephew), Adrian 
(some other variant of kin) - who deserve a special mention. They were at the front or near  
the front all the way, and took the scree with great flying leaps ... Kerrie thought she'd got  
the  next  Mt  Somers  Challenge  winners  sewn up  until  afterwards  when  their  muscles 
started complaining and they told her that they were never ever going tramping again! 
Let's hope time heals all and they give it another go.
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22-23 January 2011

Gizeh Col
Tramping trips are funny things. They almost never turn out the way you planned and there 
are an almost infinite number of possible permutations of events that can occur. I certainly 
wasn’t thinking about helicopters as we started out on the long slog up the Waimak on 
Saturday morning.
As anyone can attest, the walk up to Anti Crow hut is a drag and most parties try to get it  
out of the way as quickly as possible. After turning up the Anti Crow river we swap gravel  
bashing for boulder hopping and wading. The river is quite low and we experience no 
difficulties.
It is after lunch when we reach the head of the Anti Crow. There is a persistent overcast  
that obscures the surrounding peaks so we take our time to make sure we are heading for 
the correct couloir. At the head of the valley we leave the last patches of Beech forest and 
scramble up a wide scree slope on the true right. This brings us around the waterfall that  
isn’t marked on the map and into a large shelf below the pass.
Whilst  climbing out  of  the shelf,  a  rock is  dislodged and it  clatters down the slope.  It 
appears to be heading straight for Flo but at the last moment it jinks and whacks Stu in the 
ankle. Stu is obviously in a bit of pain but he is able to continue. A little thing like being 
belted with a rock isn’t enough to stop (Super)Stu from being the first to reach the col.

We  climb  up  beneath  the 
appropriately named Mt Damfool and 
Fools  col.  Anyone  attempting  these 
formations  must  obviously  have 
limited  mental  capacity.  There  is  a 
ramp of  soft  loose  scree  that  ends 
about  50m  below  the  pass  where 
there is an obvious weakness leading 
up and to the true left. Care must be 
taken to avoid dislodging rocks. We 
reach the col around 5pm and admire 
the  panoramic  views  of  murk  and 
mist.
To get off the col we need to move 
about  30m  south  along  the  ridge 
where  the  drop  off  in  to  the  Avoca 

river is much kinder. Alas, there is no soft scree run for us today and we have to bulldoze  
our way down to the valley floor while neatly avoiding the large buttresses that jut out of  
the valley wall. The moraine doesn’t make it any easier for us when we start walking out  
down the valley.
Stu ankle has been getting worse. By the time we reach the bush line he is beginning to  
limp quite badly and by the time we reach the Avoca Hut at around 9pm he is completely 
immobile.
We are up early the next morning to make a decision. Although the patient’s condition has 
improved somewhat (he is now able to hobble, very painfully, as far as the toilet), it will be 
quite impossible for Stu to make it out to the Waimak. The ELB is activated at around 
6:30am. Alan and I walk a short distance down the river to an open area where we create 
a message in the sand indicating our presence at the hut, along with a high visibility pack  
liner and an improvised wind sock.
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The helicopter arrives at 8:30am and, after a short conference, Stu is winched out, flown to 
Bealey pub for a quick physical examination (and possibly a drink?), before being taken on 
to Christchurch.
The remaining members of the group are quickly away and we make good time down to 
the start of Galilee creek. Two hours later we are on the ridge above Jordan saddle and we 
begin the descent into the Waimak. Jordan stream is another boulder bash, albeit an easy 
one.  However  the  stream seems to  go on forever  so we are  quite  relieved when we 
eventually come out onto Turkey Flat. Now it’s just the mind numbingly tedious walk back 
down the Waimak to the cars…
Thanks guys for a memorable and slightly tougher than expected trip.
Trampers:  Alan  Ross,  Stu  Smith,  Flo  Roberts,  Murray  Gifford,  Dharshie  Jayaseelan, 
Andrew Tromans.

23 January 2011

Mt Catherine

Botanical studies Murky scramblings

My last climb of Mt Catherine left me with memories of the beautiful views across to the 
Arrowsmiths and the starkly beautiful red sandstone. This time I will have lasting memories  
of Richard waving his arms to part the clouds! Eleven of us headed up in the hope that the 
high cloud would disperse. And indeed we headed up and up along the rocky ridge for 
about 1400 metres. We felt like we were climbing forever but it does indeed have a top.  
For lunch we sat huddled amongst the rocks and on the summit we again sat huddled  
against the rocks. There were a few views – Richard waving his arms, Jenny sitting alone 
on top (insisting there was no wind up there) and some brief glimpses down into the valley 
below. We then headed along the rocky slopes to make this a loop trip (with more uphill!!).  
It was fun seeing everyone disperse – down around the rocks, along the top of the rocks  
and some to the left and others to the right of the rocks. But we all eventually reached a 
great spot for the scree run down. This was superb except for the bottom bit. And we were 
rewarded with lovely views over Mt Sugarloaf and Lake Heron as we raced on down.

This was a wonderful day thanks to Richard. We all stayed pretty much together – we 
made good time and had lots of laughs. And indeed Richard was sort of successful in the  
end – we couldn’t see the tops but we did get to enjoy a little sunshine back at the cars!  
And for those who didn’t get the views this time – there is always next time.

Trampers: Penny Coffey (scribe), Richard Lobb (leader), Ruth Tramschek, Peter Eman, 
Ruth Barratt, Dave Sutton, Sue Hely, Doug Forster, Sylvia Horniakova, Bruce James and 
Jenny Harlow.
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Classifieds
Classified Ads: Are available to CTC members at no charge.

Old Wilderness Mags: A box of Wilderness mags from 1997 to 2005/6, free to anyone 
who wants them. Ph Ruth, 021298788 or 039609685 evenings.

More about the CTC
Club Officers

President: Warwick Dowling 981-2045

Senior Vice 
President:

Rex Vink 352-5329

Junior Vice 
President:

Malcolm Carr 960-5281

Secretary: Cathy Harlow 349-2280

Treasurer: Antony White 381-5993

Club Captain: Jim Western 384-8950

New Members 
Rep:

Janet Spittlehouse 981-1944

Day Trip 
Organiser:

Jenny Harlow 349-2280

Weekend Trip 
Organiser:

Thomas Matern 385-3507

Social  
Convenor:

Alan Ross 384-6425

Editor: Richard Lobb 351-2344

Hut Convenor: Lynda Watson
981-7929

Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real 
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back 
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please  
book before leaving town to ensure there is a bunk available. For keys and bookings, 
phone Dave Watson 981-7929; or if he’s away, Rex Vink 352-5329; or if they’re both away, 
Andrew Wrapson 980-6006. Hut fees are $10 member, $10 member's partner, $20 non-
member, $5 kids under 12. If you find any problems or maintenance required, please tell  
Dave. 

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor 
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 20 February 2011 – Thanks.
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 Mt Somers 'Round the Mountain' Challenge
Forget  the  Coast  to  Coast,  Avalanche  Peak,  the  Olympics,  garden 
parties at Buckingham Palace... forget even Alan's birthday party.  This 
has to be the premier event of 2011.  Come along and try the 'Round 
the Mountain' challenge on 30 January - there are options for all.  The 
round trip encompasses a lovely mixture of terrain, from beech forest, 
bush and cooling streams to rolling tussock, through rocky gorges and 
across the sub-alpine south  face.  There  are  groups for  runners  and 
trampers, and there is even the option of doing half rather than a full 
circuit.  Everyone brings a bit of a picnic (chairs? picnic rugs?).  It's a 
great social occasion.   

Tasteful T-shirt prizes for first man, first woman as well as first new members (man and woman) to 
complete the challenge without too-obvious cheating or helicopter support.

Runners (expecting to do the full circuit in less than 7 
hours).  Runners meet at the Shell for 8 am departure.

Trampers (expecting to take 7-9 hours for the circuit).  

Try it  and you may surprise yourself  (and there is the 
option to walk out from Woolshed Creek Hut if the whole 
circuit is looking a but much by then).

Trampers meet at the Shell for 7 am departure.

Important safety information:  this is somewhat different to a regular CTC trip and you need to be 
safety-concious.  You need to make sure that have the following essential minimum gear:  

• Sunhat
• Thermal leggings and long-sleeved top
• Lghtweight parka
• Water bottle or hydration bladder

• Emergency blanket, large pack-liner or bivvy 
bag

• Personal first-aid kit
• Sufficient food for your journey.

Torch, whistle, warm hat and gloves are also recommended.  Gear will be checked!  See the  
entry for Mt Somers in the trip calendar for more information.  

Supporters.  Not the challenging type?  Come along to 
support the others, splash around in the river, and enjoy a 
trip up Staveley Hill to cheer the challengers on for that 
final section.  Bring a picnic and participate in prize-giving 
festivities and general post-event euphoria.   Supporters - 
meet at the Shell for 8 am departure.

Volunteers  to  help  with  the event  on  the day are  also 
welcome – contact Susan or Jenny.

Wonderful photos for both previous years by Scott Fowler http://www.scoiwi.com
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